TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DECO TravaCast
Travertine Sealer
Product specification
DECO TravaCast is a single component, non hazardous, water-based coating designed to enhance and seal
travertine tiles. DECO TravaCast adds excellent stain resistance with most products. Deco TravaCast can be
used to seal and protect your new project or restore and revive your existing project.
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Environmentally Friendly

BEFORE

Totally Water- Based

B E N E F I T S
Extra protection against most stains
Provides surface protection from possible damage
Looks more vibrant
Excellent adhesion
Helps reduce the chance of discoloration
Beautiful shine

AFTER

Non- Hazardous

Use: For approved applicators
New & existing construction: Clean all oils and dirt
from substrate prior to application. If previously sealed
use Deco’s Super Stripper to remove previous product.
Once project is clean and dry apply a thin coat of DECO
TraverSeal directly to substrate with a hand pump
sprayer or roller and brush. Allow 4- 6 hours before
walking on and up to 24 hours to cure before replacing
furniture. Only one coat is required. However, for a more
vibrant appearance a second coat can be applied directly
after the first coat has taken its initial set.

Distributed by:

Dries quick
Outlasts most other industrial coatings
Non- hazardous Non- toxic Non- flammable
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SPECIFICATION
PRODUCT BENEFITS
Chemical Resistance
Excellent Adhesion
Water Blushing Resistant
UV Protected
Enhances Surfaces
LIMITATIONS
Do not let product freeze. Do not dilute with water. Store indoors at
temperatures above 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Do not apply product
when temperatures are below 35 degrees Fahrenheit and above 95
degrees Fahrenheit. Use caution when applying on windy days and
do not install when rain is imminent.

PREPARATION:
Repair all cracked or damaged grout lines and deficiencies. Clean
substrate thoroughly with power washer removing all loose dirt, oils
and foreign objects. Use Deco’s Super Stripper or similar nonhazardous product to remove any previous sealer. Allow substrate
plenty of time to dry to prevent trapping moisture behind the
coating and harming the products effectiveness.

STORAGE: TravaCast’s average shelf life is eight months from
the date of manufacturing when stored in climate controlled
conditions between 35 and 85 degrees and out of direct sunlight.
TravaCast is sensitive to multivalent irons such as: iron, copper,
zinc and aluminum. Stability of TravaCast can be compromised if
contact occurs. This applies to storage tanks, pipes, mixers or
containers.
Environment Responsibility: DECO TravaCast is
manufactured with non solvent materials and uses only top quality
water based materials in our formulas. DECO TravaCast is a
water-based formulation reducing the dependence on solvents and
the growing limitations they produce.
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APPLICATION:
Apply DECO TravaCast without dilution to Travertine
natural or artificial stone with a low pressure pneumatic
canister or garden type hand pump sprayer. Use a fine mist
and apply to substrate until wet, avoiding puddling, drips and
runs. Product can typically be re applied within 2 hours.
Allow a minimum of 4- 6 hours before walking on and 24
hours before replacing furniture.
WARRANTY:
DECO Products, Inc. warrants its products to be of the highest
quality and will replace or refund the purchase price of the product
if proven defective within one year of date of purchase. It is the
buyers responsibility to determine that the product meets their needs
and should be applied by a skilled applicator. Always perform a
jobsite test prior to complete application to ensure desired results.

IMPORTANT: The descriptions, designs and data contained
herein are presented for guidance only. Because there are many
factors out of our control and knowledge which may affect the
application, it is necessary that the applicator be skilled in
determining potential problems and defects that might prevent our
product from reaching desired results.
TECHNICAL SERVICES:
Technical advise furnished by DECO Products, Inc. concerning any
use or application of its products is as reliable as current technology
allows and makes no warranty, expressed or implied, of any use of
application for which such advise is furnished by its independent
reps, salesmen or other source other than this technical data sheet..

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Recommended equipment:

As a leading manufacturer of sealers, Deco Products is
committed to providing customers with environmentally
friendly products that meet the highest standards of products
available today.
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